HOLLYWOOD FILMSTRIP
Created By Chris Horne, Amscan International Limited.

Product Required:







4 x 11” Soft Glamorous Gold Anagram
Decorator Latex Balloons (990055)
4 x 11” Shimmering Silver “Stars All Over”
Anagram Decorator Latex Balloons
(990642)
4 x 14” Celebration Clear “Stars All Over”
Anagram Decorator Latex Balloons
(990639)
1 x “Take 1 Clapperboard” Supershape foil
balloon (119017-01 or 02)
Length cut from a Metallic Film Border Roll
(Scene Setter range) (673112)
1 heavy weight such as a housebrick,
wrapped in a piece of the border roll.

Construction Method:
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1. Inflate 2 double Bubbles with helium, using
the Glamorous Gold balloons inside the 14”
Celebration Clear printed balloons, and tie
them into a duplet.
Repeat step 1, and twist the two duplets together into a cluster.
Add two more duplets with helium, using the Shimmering Silver printed
balloons and add them to the cluster created in step 2, making a cluster of 8.
Fly the finished cluster on monofilament line, attached to a suitable anchor.
Arrange the balloons as shown in the picture.
Helium inflate the foil balloon, and tie into the top of the cluster using a short
length of monofilament line.
Cut a piece of heavy card to the width of the border roll and about 3” wide.
Wrap one end of the length of border roll around the card at least once so that
the card is completely hidden, and secure with sticky tape. Place the card on
the floor, and place the wrapped weight on it.
Gather the other end of the border roll up and tie with a length of
monofilament. Use the monofilament to tie the border roll into the base of the
balloon cluster.
Remove all ends of monofilament.
A group of these designs looks fantastic when all flown at different heights.

